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Objections to the proposed Trolley Bus Scheme. 

 

NGT Metro and Leeds City Council contracted  Greer Davis Consultant Engineers of 

international repute  to act as  consultants on the Trolley bus project. The function of the 

consultants is to explore every avenue and recommend to the client the most favourable 

and cost effective method. The Client does not instruct the consultant to ignore one and 

propose another. 

So it was with great surprise that I read that the consultants did not consider battery 

buses. When I approached them and ask why .I was told to ask the NGT team. I was told 

it was Hybrid buses Trolley buses and Diesel units (were being replaced anyway) would 

these only would be considered .Battery buses will now travel over155 Km on one 

charge. And 1500 engineers are working on battery buses alone in China 

 

Costs. 

Leeds City Council (Ratepayers) are currently in debt to the tune of £1,443 billion (see 

attached letter)and on this are paying  £4million interest  per annum. 

To add to the misery. Leeds City Council are paying Violia £22 million a year to save £8 

million the cost of landfill. and this is for the next twenty five years. 

Violia shall generate 10, 5 Mw of electricity which they will sell for £150.000 per day for 

the next twenty five years. a percentage of this will be offset against the  operating  costs 

of the incinerator, but it will not be disclosed Violia tell me his amount is less than  the 

£150.000 , but will not disclose thoer figure I checked this with the power companies. 

Before I arrived at the £150 000  
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Add further to the misery. The £173 million given by the government will not suffice, for 

the trolley bus system and they will need at least another £70 Million from the long 

suffering ratepayers. 

Also Violia will be taking 20.000 tons of ash to Sheffield for the next twenty five years. I 

am told there will be a gate charge per ton but it’s not in the public interest to be told this 

figure 

The population of Leeds in the last census 752.000 this has to be divided in to the 

c£1.443 billion plus the  £70Million  for the  Trolley bus scheme, and the £4 Million a 

year, now plus the£22 million  for the incinerator in 2015 

All the other cities in the UK are going battery buses. The Chinese have built and 

operating over 2000 and travelled  9 million miles to date. And  no problems. I cannot 

find any record of cities installing buses and trams they will add to existing   systems 

It is reported that the council have spent over £4 Million investigating t and advertising 

this trolley bus system. All they had to do was to read and digest the reasons why all 

these cities in the UK are opting stand alone buses. 

I suggest that with the  £173 Million the council purchase 150 battery buses and  use 

them all over Leeds v, No special workshops requires  no special buildings. and no 

unsightly OH Lines .and what happens when we have the power shortages in 2015.Te 

hospitals will get priority and certainly not bus lanes 

To compound matters there was a program on the BBC which stated that Leeds  have 

more potholes than any other city in Leeds ,and they want to spend £250.000,000 put 

more buses on them 

We have had Leisure centres  close ,and restricted Ours closed  and three schools used it 

.Now they have nothing ,and its due to the sheer incompetence of the council  We have 

no wardens or  street cleaners ,nor dog patrols .Nothing and now they want to add to this 

archaic system that no one  else wants or can afford. 

My concern is the blatant instruction to Greer Davis not to consider other means of 

transport. We have the worst transport system Shelters wont work Timetable don’t count 

and are meaningless, I have been involved in contracts scopes of work and job 

descriptions and  quotes and  have never seen anything approaching  the  way that Leeds 

operate. 

Conclusion. 

No matter how the problem is approached the trolley bus scheme is will be a financial 

disaster. I can find no record of any project coming on stream on time and in budget The 

Council had to revise the scope of work and job description of the arena which meant a 

high Court hearing Again all at the ratepayers expense Its through the  council mis- 

management that we find ourselves in this horrendous debt .I just hope that common 

sense and logic prevails at the hearing 

 

 

George Geapin 

 

 

 


